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EDITORIAL
Life is a leap into the unknown.

Every minute, every hour, every day is a surprise for those ready 
to seize it. In 1962, a young man created a caravan in his father's 
cabinetry workshop. And the story began. In the late 70s, a trip 
to the U
motorhome. And with it, a totally new way to experience holidays. 
More freedom, independence and the sweet smell of adventure.

to vans and the integration of digital technology to make life on 
board our vehicles even more comfortable. The hunger for once-
in-a-lifetime experiences is what has always driven us. It's not just 
the journey that counts, but also where it leads us... Always further, 
towards new discoveries and new lands.

Wherever you decide to go, whatever you desire to see, the choice 
is yours.

We are ready. Are you?

ALWAYS GAME, 
ALWAYS PILOTE.
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ALWAYS 
MORE CHOICE 

With a wide range of customisable 

ALWAYS 
MORE SPACE 

With smart, ergonomically-designed 

ALWAYS 
MORE COMFORT

Thanks to its excellent liveability, 

insulation in the living area for 
travelling in summer  

and winter alike.

ALWAYS 
MORE PEACE OF MIND

With road tests made  
on the most demanding route  

independent professionals.

ALWAYS 
BY YOUR SIDE

An extensive  
European network.
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08  For nature getaways  
|  Pacific Range 
Low Profiles

16  For family weekends  
|  Pacific + Range  
Low Profiles fitted with drop-down bed

24  For magical journeys 
|  Galaxy Range 
A-Class

32  For an adventure 
|  Galaxy Emotion Range 
Premium A-Class 

40  From -20° to 40°C 
| ISOTEK Technology

44  You've got options 
| Customisation

ALWAYS 
GAME

ALWAYS 
PILOTE
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With its large choice of low-profiles, 
Pilote lets you take advantage of life’s unique 
experiences, where ever your heart leads you 
next. No matter what you love, whether it  
be wide-open spaces, ancient architecture  
or country strolls, you are always game, 
always Pilote.
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P740FC SENSATION

AFTER HITTING THE ROAD  
IN A LOW-PROFILE,  
IT'S TIME TO HIKE

You find a shaded area to park your low-

of the early morning energises you as you 

many on this ascent. The scent of pine needles 
infuses every breath you take. And soon, at the 
bend in the path, the view suddenly clears and 

A WEEK 
OUTDOORS
IN THE GERMAN 
MOUNTAINS

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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PRE-DEPARTURE  
CHECKLIST
The trail map spread across the kitchen table, you 
take a moment to review your hike, slipping a few 
energy bars and fresh water into your rucksack. 

This short hike in the open air awakens 
your appetite, and you decide to cook a 

+   Kitchen with large worktop and many 
drawer compartments. (Extractor hood 

+   A comfortable lounge for 5 people  
with a face-to-face bench seat 

+   Large fold-away table making it easy  
to move about the vehicle

11_PACIFIC



SHOES ON,  
OFF YOU GO!
Morning-time, you spot a trail taking you 
down another slope for a beautiful sun-
drenched afternoon. The sun starts to go 
down, you put on your fleece jacket and 
look forward to a restful night in the luxurious 
comfort of your motorhome.

In the bathroom mirror, your sun-tinged skin 
bears witness to the wonderful moments you 
spent at the top.
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P740FC SENSATION

A WELL-DESERVED REST
The day’s fatigue starting to set in, your 
mind and body fall easily into sleep's gentle 
embrace. Tomorrow, a new day awaits you, 
along with the promise of new lands yet to 
be discovered.

+   Comfortable bedroom with spacious 
150x190 cm bed, nice lighting and 
an electrically-assisted adjustable 

+   Large wall-to-wall bathroom with 
double partition, skylight and towel-rail

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
STRONG POINTS OF THE 
PACIFIC MODEL
AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

STORAGE CAPACITY

Large number of storage areas 
adapted to your needs

Skirt locker  
(optional on Essentiel and 

standard on Sensation)

Independent lowered and 
insulated storage unit for easier 

loading with height adjusted 
under central bed  

(optional)

TECHNOLOGY

Xperience tablet  
for managing the autonomy  

of your motorhome with ease

Motorhome certified “Class 3” 
by Truma®: the highest level of 

insulation on the market

CHOICE:

5 vehicle lengths

10 different layouts

17 versions available  
(Essentiel + Sensation)

Nearly 100 customisation 
options

COMFORT

Well-designed, practical and 
attractive interiors with the best 

layout on the market

Warm, inviting lounge  
with up to 6 seats 

 

Large worktop in kitchen

Twin beds, low or high  
option, with space for a bed 

measuring 170x205 cm  
(optional).
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OVERVIEW 
OF LOW-PROFILES

P600P P650C P650GJ P700C P700GJ

Length 5.99 m 6.49 m 6.49 m 6.95 m 6.95 m

Legal seats 4 4 4 4 4

Eating places 5 5 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 2 2 2 2 2

Additional sleeping capacity 1 1 1 1 1

Load capacity
Essentiel 850 730 730 660 660
Sensation - - - 610 610

P710P P740C P740GJ P740FC P740FGJ

Length 7.15 m 7.45 m 7.45 m 7.45 m 7.45 m

Legal seats 5 5 5 4 4

Eating places 6 5 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 2 2 2 2 2

Additional sleeping capacity 2 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A)

Load capacity
Essentiel 620 600 600 600 600
Sensation 570 550 550 550 550

[A] Additional sleeping capacity in lounge for 2 children or 1 adult and 1 child

15_PACIFIC
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With its low-profiles fitted with  
a drop-down bed, Pilote lets you 
broaden your holiday plans and bring 
others with you. Whether inviting a 
couple of friends or sharing a few  
days with your grandchildren, you  
are always game, always Pilote.
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P746C SENSATION

THE SPANISH 
COAST 
WITH YOUR 
GRANDCHILDREN 

A VIEW OF THE DUNES FROM 
YOUR LOW-PROFILE

A break to dip your toes in the water and 
enjoy spending time with your grandchildren. 
Today's schedule: swimming, sandcastles and 

Towels and swimsuits at the ready, you park your 

down the dirt path to the beach.

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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Your youngest one is taking a nap in the drop-
down bed, so you make the most of the moment 
by taking out the football to kick back and forth 
with your oldest.

+   Electric 2-person drop-down bed

+
space to move about plenty of drawers for your 
utensils and bottles (compartmental drawers, 
waste bin and extractor hood, standard with 

LUNCH IN THE SHADE
The sun's rays are strong at this hour. Everyone 

set the table. 

19_PACIFIC +



CHASED BY THE TIDE
In a few minutes, the waves will swallow the sand 
castle that you patiently spent hours building 
with the children. You attempt to reinforce the 
walls but in vain, the tide has already destroyed 

to go home. You get your things, still covered 
in sand, together quickly and return to your 
camp, your sandals in your hand.

SHOWER TIME
After playing in the waves all afternoon, the 
salt from the sea sticks to your skin. The fresh 
water from the shower feels great as it washes 
away the last grains of sand from your body.
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P746C SENSATION

A MOMENT TO RELAX 

take advantage of the calm to admire the 
view of the sea from the lounge. You take 
out the pack of cards and start dealing, 
ready for the next round. Nothing like a 
good card game before going to bed. 

+   Lounge with good lighting  
and comfortable bench seats  
(bench seats in L-layout standard  

+   Double-partition bathrooms  
for independent access to the 
bedroom or lounge

+   Optional: gloss white upper unit door

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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STRONG POINTS OF THE 
PACIFIC + MODEL 
AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+

STORAGE CAPACITY 

Large number of storage areas 
adapted to your needs

Skirt locker  
(optional on Essentiel and 

standard on Sensation)

Independent lowered storage unit 
for easier loading with height 

adjusted under central bed  
(optional)

TECHNOLOGY

Xperience tablet  
for managing your motorhome 

with ease

Motorhome certified “Class 3” 
by Truma®: the highest level of 

insulation on the market

COMFORT

Well-designed, practical and 
attractive interiors with plenty 

of space to move about

Separate kitchen in L-layout 
(7.15 m and up) leaving you 

space for moving about

Independent bathrooms 
accessible from sleeping areas 

and lounge starting from 
7.45 m models and up

2 comfortable, independent 
sleeping areas

Bedroom height  
198 cm

CHOICE 

8 different layouts

15 versions available

3 lengths available

A wide selection of options to 
customise your motorhome
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OVERVIEW 
OF LOW-PROFILES WITH 
DROP-DOWN BED

P746C P746GJ P746FC P746FGJ

Length 7.45 m 7.45 m 7.45 m 7.45 m

Legal seats 4 4 4 4

Eating places 5 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 4 4 4 4

Additional sleeping capacity 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A)

Load capacity
Essentiel 550 550 550 550
Sensation 490 490 490 490

P706C P706GJ P706S P716P

Length 6.95 m 6.95 m 6.95 m 7.15 m

Legal seats 4 4 6 5

Eating places 5 5 6 6

Standard sleeping capacity 4 4 6 4

Additional sleeping capacity 1 1 1 2

Load capacity
Essentiel 600 600 650 560
Sensation 550 550 - 510

[A] Additional sleeping capacity in lounge for 2 children or 1 adult and 1 child
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With its many A-Class models,  
Pilote always offers you more 
comfort and space to brave every 
new adventure. Whether you dream 
of exploring Europe or discovering 
the hidden treasures of the French 
heartland, between country landscapes 
and rustic villages, you are always 
game, always Pilote.

25



G740C SENSATION

A TRIP 
TO THE SOUTH 
OF FRANCE

EXPLORE 
THE COUNTRY

IN A-CLASS 

spacious hold and set off on an unplanned 
ride along olive tree-lined trails, leading to 
small picturesque villages. The colours of the 
landscape, the lavender covered hills and 
the sound of the cicadas... you are indeed in 
Provence.
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PICNIC 
IN THE RUCKSACK
You savour a few more minutes in the comfort of 
your lounge before on a day trip. You don't know 
exactly where you’ll stop. Two sandwiches, some 
fruit and a bottle of water to keep you going. 

+   Large lounge area for up to 5 people with 
a comfortable bench seat and sliding table 
leaving you plenty of space to move around 
your vehicle.

+   Bright kitchen with large worktop and lots 
of storage (Extractor hood standard with 

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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UP AT FIRST LIGHT
You get back the road when the sun has 
barely started to rise. Off for the Pont du Gard 

but it’s always a delight to climb to the top of 
the most famous Roman aqueduct in France.
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G740C SENSATION

READY TO CLIMB
Your friends have also arrived and are 
waiting for you in their motorhome next 
to the site. There’s a beautiful day ahead 
of you. You take a quick moment in the 
bathroom to put on your sun cream and 

+   Large wall-to-wall bathroom  
with double partition, skylight  
and towel-rail

+
with additional 170 cm sleeping 

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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STRONG POINTS OF THE 
GALAXY MODEL 

CHOICE 

length: from 6 m to 7.5 m

10 layouts

20 versions available

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+

TECHNOLOGY 

Energybox: manage  
vehicle maintenance from 
a centralised location, with 

access from outside  
(except G600L and G600G)

Xperience tablet for managing 
the autonomy of your 
motorhome with ease

Double insulated  
heated double floor  
(a Pilote exclusive)

AVAILABLE WITH ESSENTIEL AND SENSATION FINISHES

COMFORT 

Well-designed, practical and 
attractive interiors with plenty 
of space to move about, from 
the bedroom to the lounge.

Warm, inviting lounge  
with up to 6 seats 

Large worktop  
in kitchen

Comfortable bedroom:  
Central bed up to 2.05 m  

wide at headboard

Exceptional  
panoramic view 

4 legal seats  
for all models

STORAGE CAPACITY 

A large hold for carrying  
a bicycle or scooter

Up to 100 L  
of additional storage 

(compared to the 2018 
collection)

Storage spaces in the  
double floor accessible from 

inside

30



OVERVIEW 
OF A-CLASS MODELS

G600L G600G G650C G650GJ G700C

Length 5.99 m 5.99 m 6.49 m 6.49 m 6.99 m

Legal seats 4 4 4 4 4

Eating places 6 5 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 2 4 4 4 4

Additional sleeping capacity 2 1 1 1 1

Load capacity
Essentiel 610 610 580 580 570
Sensation 590 590 550 550 505

G700GJ G740C G740FC G740GJ G740FGJ

Length 6.99 m 7.49 m 7.49 m 7.49 m 7.49 m

Legal seats 4 4 4 4 4

Eating places 5 5 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 4 4 4 4 4

Additional sleeping capacity 1 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A)

Load capacity
Essentiel 570 545 545 545 545
Sensation 505 450 450 450 450

[A] Additional sleeping capacity in lounge for 2 children or 1 adult and 1 child

31_GALAXY
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With its A-Class models built on an AL-KO chassis, 
Pilote offers you unrivalled indoor comfort and 
perfect road handling for your farthest travels. The 
large number of storage areas allows you to bring 
everything you need and more. Whether you are 
heading for the Andalusian coast or the Norwegian 
fjords, you are always game, always Pilote.

33



G781C EMOTION

PANORAMIC  
VIEW  
OF NORWAY

SEE THE FJORDS  
WHILE TRAVELLING IN 

A-CLASS COMFORT

You have left familiar landscapes behind you, 
much to your delight. Thanks to the comfort 

on the road no longer bother you. The road 
signs have changed languages several times 
these last weeks when, finally, the captivating 
landscapes and the magical atmosphere of 
the Norwegian fjords are revealed before 
your eyes.
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And if you cooked like a local?
Here, reindeer meat and moose can be 
savoured in a variety of sauces, but on 

found on every dining room table.

+   Nice kitchen with large worktop,  
high-power extractor hood and 
hotplates standard

+   Spacious and comfortable lounge  
with leather bench seat standard

FEED YOUR APPETITE  
FOR NEW CULTURES 

habits. You always did love salmon, and here you 
discover that it is eaten for breakfast, with eggs 

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+

35_GALAXY EMOTION



G781C EMOTION

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
LONG ARCTIC NIGHTS
In this country where come winter the nights 
grow long and dark, you appreciate the 
comfort of a real bed, as comfortable as your 
bed at home. 

You decide to extended your stay because 
it also happens to be the ideal time for 
observing the aurora borealis. Marvel at 
the view the green glowing lights from the 
skylight of your motorhome. The beauty of 
this moment, surreal and suspended in time, 
will stay with you forever.



TAKE EVERYTHING  
YOU NEED AND MORE
The large storage capacity lets you store 
supplies and carry an impressive amount, 

+
on AL-KO chassis

+   Spacious bedroom with Bultex  
mattress for an island bed 150x190 cm 
and electronic-assisted adjustable 
headboard, standard

+   Nice bathroom with lots of light,  

standard

_GALAXY EMOTION



STRONG POINTS OF THE 
GALAXY EMOTION

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+

SAFETY

Excellent road handling  
thanks to AL-KO chassis

Stability with a lower centre  
of gravity and widened track

Rear suspension  
with separate wheels

CHOICE:

7 layouts 

F- or L-shaped lounge 

2 lengths

Heated double floor

STORAGE CAPACITY 

Wall-to-wall double floor gives 
you space to take everything with 

you, even skis and fishing rods

Inside and outside  
storage access 

TECHNOLOGY

Garmin Fusion mobile tablet  
with GPS, car radio, reversing 
camera, Xperience Interface  

for managing your motorhome 
with ease

COMFORT

Well-designed, practical and 
attractive interiors with plenty of 
space to move about, from the 

bedroom to the lounge.

Large kitchen and worktop with 
lots of open space

Comfortable bedroom with twin 
beds, low or high option and space 

for a bed measuring 170x205 cm 
(optional)

Bright, welcoming lounge  
for sharing moments with family 

and friends 

Exceptional  
panoramic view
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OVERVIEW 
OF PREMIUM  
A-CLASS MODELS

G741C G741GJ G741FC G741FGJ

Length 7.49 m 7.49 m 7.49 m 7.49 m

Legal seats
VL 2 2 2 2
PL 4* 4* 4* 4*

Eating places 5 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 4 4 4 4

Additional sleeping capacity 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A)

Load capacity
Emotion (VL) 310 310 310 310
Emotion (PL) 510* 510* 510* 510*

G741J G781C G781GJ

Length 7.49 m 7.87 m 7.87 m

Legal seats
VL 2
PL 4* 4* 4*

Eating places 5 5 5

Standard sleeping capacity 4 4 4

Additional sleeping capacity 2 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A)

Load capacity
Emotion (VL) 310 - -
Emotion (PL) 510* 1080** 1080**

* Light bases in PL (3,700 kg). * Heavy bases in PL (4,500 kg).
[A] Additional sleeping capacity in lounge for 2 children or 1 adult and 1 child.
VL: Light weight vehicle PL: Heavy weight vehicle

39_GALAXY EMOTION



FROM  
-20° TO 40°C
FROM  
-20° TO 40°C
ALWAYS 
PILOTE

MICHELLE AND DOMINIC’S 
YEARLY TRIP
TO SCANDINAVIA 

“When we replaced our motorhome,  
resistance to the cold was one of the top  
items on our checklist. 

We chose Pilote because of the ISOTEK 
structure that allows us to endure extreme 
weather conditions. 

Thanks to the perfect insulation in the walls  

especially at night.”
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COMFORT 
IN SUMMER
AND WINTER

7

8 

1

5

REINFORCED  
THERMAL INSULATION

Tested in a cold room, Pilote motorhomes  
have obtained the top certification - Class 3 - 
for their insulation quality.

*.

This excellent performance was made  
possible by innovations brought to the  
assembly procedure, including:

 

 Adoption of a new material (PPE) for the 
wastewater tank and the wheel housings which 
has proven qualities of lightness, rigidity and 
insulation.

entirely eliminating thermal bridges.

*   
with a Truma 6 heating system.

1 FLUSH-FITTING 
WINDOWS
Thanks to the double glazing 
with aluminium anti-intrusion 

windows improve the thermal 
insulation and safety of your 

POLYESTER SKIN 
UNDER THE CHASSIS
This skin provides the vehicle 

under the chassis.

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+
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5
6

2 3 4

ALUMINIUM SKIRTS
This skirt protection is solid 
and easy to reshape into the 
bodywork in the event of 
impact.

6 7 8

STRUCTURE

CHASSIS EXTENSION 
AND REINFORCEMENT
Your chassis will not sway  
at the rear. With its resistant 
structure, your storage area can 
support considerable weight, 
ensuring your towing capacity  
is optimised.

DOUBLE SEAL DOORS
All doors feature a double seal 
and compression locks to ensure 

insulation for the storage area.

ALUMINIUM PROFILES
These fasten together securely 
on the sides and roof. They 
prevent any deformation of 
the structure, making the 
motorhome durable and robust.

2 3 4WALL INSULATION
On the sides, the ceiling and  

Styrofoam insulation core. Moisture 
resistant battens and aluminium 
inserts ensure the vehicle and its 
furniture are perfectly stable.

ANTI-HAIL ROOF
This dent-proof polyester 
overlap roof is hail and impact 
resistant.

43_ISOTEK INNOVATION



YOU'VE GOT 
OPTIONS
ALWAYS 
PILOTE
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2019 COLLECTION

YOU ARE UNIQUE,  
YOUR MOTORHOME  
SHOULD BE TOO
With no less than 37 models and thousands 
of customisation possibilities, create your 
motorhome according to your personal travelling 
needs and desires.

 and dimensions
5.99 m – 7.87 m, in addition to the layout, the 
sleeping capacity and the storage volume. For 
the chassis, Pilote offers you one of the most 
sturdy and well-built on the market: the Fiat CCS 
chassis, the trusted standard for perfect road 
handling. 

and on the largest 
models, Pilote also offers the top-of-the-line  
AL-KO chassis for unrivalled driving comfort.

Another point not to be missed: the heating 
system. Pilote offers you the choice between the 
Truma Combi, the most compact model in Europe, 
and Alde central heating using a heat transfer 
system, similar to the one used in most homes.
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A-CLASS 

CUSTOMISATION

CHASSIS

CHASSIS

Length: 5.99 m to 7.45 m

Width: 2.30 m

Height:  2.75 m in Low Profile 
models and 2.85 m in  
Low Profile models with 
fold-down bed

DIMENSIONS 

DIMENSIONS 

Length: 5.99 m to 7.87 m

Width: 2.30 m

Height:  2.85 m

LOW-PROFILE

1

1

A technical solution offering more 
structure, more strength, and more 
insulation.

A technical solution for housing the 
water, electricity and gas systems and 
gaining in storage space. 

THE CCS CHASSIS  is the trusted 
market standard.

THE CCS CHASSIS  is the trusted 
market standard.

STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE

2

There are light and heavy versions 

of THE  CCS CHASSIS. 

CONFIGURATION

2

There are light and heavy versions 

of THE  CCS CHASSIS.

® CHASSIS 
is available in two versions:  
Light and Heavy.

CONFIGURATION

A top-of-the-line market standard, 
the ® CHASSIS offers both 
safety and driving comfort. 

Providing you with better insulation 
and more space, 21 cm high.
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TRUMA COMBI® is the most compact 
motorhome heating system in Europe.

THE ALDE® CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEM 
is a hydronic central heating system based 
on the same principles as those for most 
systems found in our homes.

P for 
Rear 

Off-Side 
Bed

G for 
Garage  

Bed

GJ for  
Twin Garage 

Bed

C for 

Island Bed
L for 

L-shaped 
Lounge (no 
permanent 

beds)

J for  
Twin 

Beds with 
Bathroom 

at rear

S for  
Bunk Beds

FC for 
face-to-

face bench 
seating and 
island bed

FGJ for 
face-to-

face bench 
seating and 
twin beds

LOW-PROFILE

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+

EXTRA SLEEPING 
CAPACITY

If travelling with family or friends,  
you can opt for an optional extra berth in  
the lounge in addition to the permanent  
bed and fold-down bed.

EXTRA STORAGE 
CAPACITY

If there are just two of you travelling most 
of the time, you can replace the fold-down 
bed with a furniture unit, thus increasing your 
storage space.

HEATING SYSTEM

LAYOUTS

A-CLASS  / LOW-PROFILE A-CLASS

47_CUSTOMISATION



THE MAIN 
OPTIONS

FIND OUT MORE 
ON PILOTE-
MOTORHOME.UK

+

AL-KO REAR 
SUSPENSION AL-KO 
LEVEL CONTROLLER

AL-KO AIR  
PREMIUM SUSPENSION 
Fully pneumatic. Mounted 
on chassis ®

15” FOR LOW-PROFILE 
AND DPS

NEW SKIRT LOCKER  

)

OPTIONAL A-CLASS

ALUMINIUM RIMS

NEW XPERIENCE TABLET  
with touch-screen interface for managing 
your motorhome with ease

NEW
WIDE-ANGLE
REVERSING CAMERA

AL-KO 15"  
AND 16" 

FIAT 16" 

48



HIGH-GLOSS FURNITURE LOUNGE SLEEPING AREA

ELECTRICALLY HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
STORAGE AREAS

TWIN BEDS - Low beds version

High beds version

Additional bed  
measures 170 x 205 cm

90 cm

17
0 

cm

64 cm

5th  
LEGAL SEAT

36 L OVEN  
ON CERTAIN VEHICLES

GAS COOKER

49_CUSTOMISATION



FURNISHING 
SCHEMES

FIND MORE 
INFORMATION IN 
THE TECHNICAL 
DOCUMENTATION

+

MALTE
See more p.21

ANDALOUSIE

BALTIC
See more p.34

VENETIE

ARIZONA
See more p.11

ALASKA

AMAZONE

BOHÊME
See more p.26

UPHOLSTERY

FABRICS
SYNTHETIC 
LEATHERS LEATHERS

COMFORTABLE UPHOLSTERY

standard
Plume (plain) Perle (plain)

Available with 
Sensation and 

Emotion

Graphite Ardoise Zinc

FABRICS
NEW FOR 2019 

WOODWORK

Noyer  
(available in glossy white)

 
(glossy option available)

50



ESSENTIEL
EXTERIOR

ENERGY AND CAPACITY

 
gas bottles

®

regulator for use while driving

CAB AND ENTRANCE

® swivel seats with  
armrests, height-adjustable  

 
heated wing mirrors

LOUNGE

colours 

KITCHEN

saucepan drawer

worktop
 

double USB port

BATHROOM/TOILET
 

separating door

bathroom and shower
 

wheeled module

SLEEPING AREA

 
on permanent bed

SENSATION

+ the following equipment

EXTERIOR

ENERGY AND CAPACITY
®

CAB

®

with armrests, height-adjustable 

LOUNGE

passenger side

KITCHEN

drawer separator

BATHROOM/TOILET

SLEEPING AREA

between 170 cm rear twin beds

EMOTION -  
AL-KO CHASSIS

+ the following equipment

EXTERIOR

CAB AND ENTRANCE

 
Leather steering wheel and  
gear knob + chrome dial rings  
+ grey dashboard trim (Fiat)

2-point locking and electric 
window

wing mirrors

LOUNGE

tablet: Android, car radio, USB, 

managing vehicle autonomy

BATHROOM/TOILET
 

hand brush

SLEEPING AREA

for island bed

for twin beds

FINISHES
PILOTE OFFERS 3 FINISHES.
Select the equipment and comfort package  
that best suits your needs.
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LEGAL NOTICE:
Official seating classification and Mass in Running Order are calculated as accurately as possible in compliance with European legislation. These take into account 
basic and standard equipment with a tolerance of +/- 5%. Mass In Running Order figures include freshwater tanks with a capacity of 20 litres and diesel tanks 
90% full, one gas bottle 90% full, but do not include the weight of the driver or other occupants. Available load capacity figures are the difference between 
Maximum Technically Permissible Laden Mass and Mass In Running Order. The manufacturer undertakes to provide a motorhome with an actual Mass In 
Running Order within the 5% tolerance of the indicated Mass In Running Order used for type approval. Caution: additional optional equipment and accessories 
are not included in motorhome Mass in Running Order figures. Consequently, these will systematically lead to a reduction in available load capacity. Similarly, the 
significant weight of the additional accessories offered on the market must also be deducted from the motorhomes’ available load capacity. Consequently, fitting 
such accessories may require a reduction in passenger numbers. Compliance should therefore be ensured with all maximum authorised mass figures (total and 
per axle) once the vehicle is fully laden. Maximum towing limit is chassis data linked to the type approval of the vehicle. Depending on the kind of tow-hitch to be 
fitted to the vehicle and the specific values given by the tow-hitch manufacturer, the maximum mass of any trailer that may be towed by the vehicle may be lower. 
Tow-hitch strength rating (especially values D and S) are stamped on a plate fixed to the tow-hitch. D enables the maximum towing weight to be calculated using 
the following formula: MTL = DxT/[(9.8xT)-D], where: MTL = maximum towing limit (in tonnes); T = maximum gross vehicle weight (in tonnes); D = value (in kN) 
indicated on tow-hitch. E.g.: if D = 11.3 kN for a 35 L base, the maximum towing limit (MTL) will be the following: MTL= (11.3x3.5)/ [(9.8x3.5)-11.3] =1.72 t (1,720 kg).  
For a maximum towing limit for a vehicle that can be up to 2.5 t. Motorhomes complying with the technical and design specifications presented in this brochure are 
considered to be part of the 2019 collection if registered after 1 July 2018. This rule is commonly applied to motorhomes, where the concept of 'model-year' does 
not exist. Any motorhome driver using a type-B licence issued in France before 20 January 1975 can drive a motorhome with a Maximum Technically Permissible 
Laden Weight of over 3.5 t. In order to make use of this exemption in France (recognised throughout the EU), the licence holder simply has to go to the Préfecture 
to have the following code added to the licence: "79: B camping-car > 3500 kg”. The vehicles photographed in this brochure may include optional equipment 
subject to extra cost. As Pilote vehicles are sold in several European countries, their technical specifications and equipment may vary from one country to another. 
For the exact specifications of models available in each country, please contact your Pilote dealer. Pilote reserves the right to alter the vehicles described in this 
catalogue at any time and without notice. Styling and decorative items used to improve the visuals in this catalogue are not included with the vehicle or delivery 
service. Although every care has been taken in its production, this catalogue does not constitute a contractual document.
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